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2002 Gold Medallion Award winner! In MENTIONING Boys, Dr.James Dobson. Dobson tackles
these questions and will be offering advice and encouragement predicated on a firm foundation
of biblical principles. Our culture provides vilified masculinity and, as a result, boys are
struggling. Parents, teachers, and others involved in shaping the character of boys have plenty
of questions. Sensible tips and caring encouragement on increasing boys from the nation's
most trusted parenting professional, Dr. With so much confusion about the role of men in our
culture, it's no wonder therefore many parents and teachers are in a reduction about how to talk
about boys.
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Good in the event that you raise or use boys I'd recommend this, even though some chapters are
even more useful than others. Helps me in raising my 13 and 10 yr. old sons. Also mainly
because a scoutmaster of 12-13 yr olds. Dobson and your commitment to healthy children and
healthy families. Meh James Dobson’s convictions die the death of a thousand qualifications in
this reserve. This amazing book for anyone raising boys! Not helpful! A good read but
disapointed by lack of practical advice for just two parent households The book tells details of
many studies and gives statistics on boys - crime rates, probability of drug use etc. I had high
hopes because of this book, but We didn't find it helpful at all. Also, consider the author, you will
get scriptures and some good southern gospel preaching sprinkled throughout, probably
typically a paragraph per chapter, but it's tastefully completed. but doesn't give very much
practical advice on how patents can better raise their sons in two mother or father, christian
homes. The advice toward other homes may be the more obvious of having a relationship with
God, having more stability and concentrate on children etc. A good for new dad's of a son
Conservative christian teaching with many stories that explains his points Bible based and nice
to learn Enjoyed it Worth reading Do not buy Truly terrible book with terrible views, please
usually do not buy Awesome. We currently spend time with this children and try to have foods
with them for instance. But I do trust Dobson's perspective on most issues addressed, hence the
high rating. Enlightening Enjoyed this book. Extremely educational and enlightening. Dr Dobson
doesn't mince phrases but that's refreshing. Not really everything needs to be politically right,
truth goes a long way. Didn't need the graphic depictions of sexual acts, etc. He’s much easier to
read when he’s talking about God rather than quoting fluffy pop psychology. Unfortunately this
reserve is mostly fluffy pop psychology. Encouraging and Helpful I read this publication when
our 2 boys were young and found it encouraging and helpful. I purchased this one for a pal with
3 young males and wish that they think it is just as helpful. We’m proud to state are wonderful,
loving and kind teenagers thanks to the ... Saw it once again recently and got it right aside, thank
you Amazon prime! James Dobson. Probably it gets better and provides some useful
suggestions but I couldn't tolerate it more than enough to see through the first few pages. For
those who have boys, read this eventually!!! however. Dad and mom both need to browse the
book therefore they're on the 'same page. There may be valuable concepts and ideas taken from
multiple universities of thought. Dobson gives us insight into what makes them not the same as
girls. Our techniques of dealing with men in teaching has to be different type those utilized for
the ladies in training.. This reserve has been around for a while and is still useful for parents of
sons. Also didn't want a whole chapter on how violent media makes kids violent, etc. As a LDS
Christian, it didn't bother me at all, just a heads up. Extremely disappointing. I was disappointed
that more in depth advice had not been given. I'm excited to learn this version, since I had read
the MENTIONING Girls before. Really amazing book.! This book totally turned me off within the
first few pages. I have two sons, We’m proud to say are wonderful, loving and kind teenagers
because of the timeless wisdom of Dr. Since I’ve been reading this book, I feel like my kids and
family have already benefited from it. Desire I had it a few years ago. There are various parenting
books, but this one offers such excellent insight, research and practical advice. Many thanks for
the time you took to place these details together Dr. Their crazy, but will mellow out, just help
them through it, don't try to fix everything at this time. No. I only got this because someone at
the job recommended it. I remember considering buying this book when my oldest child was
born, but got busy and didn’t purchase it. Who said children didn't come with a manual? Highly
recommend Treat Them BECAUSE THEY ARE Boys will be males and Dr. A+ ! Thanks! Awesome
condition. I'll return for more purchaes! The sooner you read this book the better. The author



spent a significant amount of time talking about why everybody else is wrong, supposedly to be
able to set the stage for why he's the only one who's correct and everyone who disagrees is
certainly useless.!'
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